CASE STUDY

Fayolle preempts cyberattacks
and persistent threats
Malwarebytes finds and removes previously hidden threats

Business profile
Fayolle is a French engineering and construction
company headquartered in Soisy-Sous-Montmorency.
It serves customers across Paris, providing quality
construction with a focus on sustainable development.
Fayolle preempted malware and ransomware attacks by
deploying Malwarebytes.

Business challenge
Clear vision in a cloud environment
Supporting Fayolle’s construction activities are the
company’s own logistics and equipment fleet and
building materials production plants. More than 800
employees in France work at 10 production facilities and
dozens of remote jobsites. To simplify IT service delivery
and gain flexibility, Fayolle moved to a completely cloudbased environment. However, protecting the company’s
IT and data assets against cyberthreats became more
challenging as cyberattacks increased.
Fayolle had deployed a Kaspersky product for its
endpoints and recently invested in a next-generation
firewall solution. After deploying the new firewall, the
IT team saw that the company was under relentless
cyberattacks. Phishing and malware attacks resulted
in several endpoints becoming infected.
“We decided to remediate an infected machine using the
Malwarebytes tool,” said Nicolas Molis, IT Manager for
Fayolle. “It uncovered threats that our Kaspersky solution
missed. I decided that we needed to add another layer
of protection before we experienced an incident that
disrupted operations.”

The solution
Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection
Confident in Malwarebytes’ ability to remediate systems,
Fayolle chose Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection for
cloud-based multi-vector protection against all threats—
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from traditional viruses to emerging threats. Mr. Molis
and his team deployed Malwarebytes through the cloud
to the company’s endpoints.
“Right away we found thousands of threats on our
endpoints,” he said. “Malwarebytes’ single-agent
architecture was easy to deploy. From the cloud
console, we could see all of our systems, regardless
of where they were located, which we could not do
with other solutions.”
Fayolle gained cloud-based static and dynamic
threat detection, as well as integrated remediation
capabilities enabling immediate response. The
company didn’t have to dedicate servers, virtual
machines, or a security expert to the solution.
Instant visibility
“Malwarebytes is just so easy,” said Mr. Molis.
“The dashboard is fantastic. I can see all of our
systems, whether they are at a plant or mobile.
Updates, quarantines, and system status are
instantly visible, which saves time. In less than
a minute, I can see everything.”
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Fayolle regularly scans endpoints to keep systems
clean. Malwarebytes has detected—and eliminated—
hundreds of threats that evaded the Kaspersky
solution. Prior to deploying Malwarebytes, Mr. Molis
was especially concerned about Potentially Unwanted
Programs (PUPs), which can open “back doors”
into company assets for dangerous persistent
threats. Now he doesn’t worry. Malwarebytes blocks
attempts to compromise application vulnerabilities
and remotely execute code on endpoints. It also
thoroughly removes any artifacts associated with the
primary threat payload.
So easy
Mr. Molis appreciates that Malwarebytes requires very
few resources on an endpoint and that it is transparent
to users. Anyone on his team can use the cloud console
and respond to a quarantined threat—they don’t have
to be security or IT experts.
“Malwarebytes provides the proactive protection we
wanted,” said Mr. Molis. “It makes effective endpoint
security so much easier. We’re very satisfied and
recommend Malwarebytes to all companies.”
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